A STA TE OF
DISORDER
AN EXHIBITION REV EALS THE
TRUTH OF THE TASM ANIAN
M INING LANDSCAPE
BY JESSIE BOYLA N
SINCE FOSSICKING THROUGH WA R DEBRIS when she
was a child living on M anus Island, Isla M acGregor,
the daughter of a Royal A ustralian Navy doctor, has
carried with her a deep interest in geology and
minerals.
Originally from Scotland, the M acGregor family
came to A ustralia in the post-war period of massmigration and landed in South A ustralia. Upon deciding that the ongoing pollution of the M urray
River was getting too appalling to live with, Isla
moved to the green state of Tasmania in the late
1970s as an environmental refugee.
Interested in drinking better water and living in a
climate that was better for growing food, Isla moved
to Rosebury on the West Coast, before buying and
settling on land in the rich basalt farm lands behind
Burnie. Her initial time in Rosebury was spent riding her motorbike around the old mine sites and
?checking them out?. Since then Isla has been a keen
ecologist, geologist, gardener and artist, and in 2008
became a public health advocate for people affected
by mine pollution.
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M acGregor?s exhibition of photographs called Entropy 1 explores the ?conflicted zone between the romanticised imagery of artists and historians, the deep
connection to place felt by mining folk, and the severe degradation of the environment that follows
mining activity. The evocative images of the roaster
at The Tasmanian Smelters at Zeehan, set against
the flayed hills, are nostalgic reminders of the hardships endured by many early mining families on the
west coast.?
This is a conversation between M PI?s Jessie Boylan
and Isla M acGregor about the issues that are explored in Entropy 1 for this edition of the M ining
M onitor.
JB: Your exhibition Entropy is coming up at the
Hawker Centre in Hobart in M arch, could you tell
us a little about the work, what your photographs

are of, and what issues they are raising?
IM : The inspiration for these photographs I?ve
used in my exhibition largely stemmed from a couple of things that happened last year, the mine
legacy sites tour with Gavin M udd [ and others]
in Zeehan, and also because of my previous work
on the impacts of historical mines in Tasmania,
particularly on Tasmanian waterways, [my work]
on contaminated land [ and] the contamination on
the landscape. I?ve been a volunteer with a couple of organisations, including the Tasmanian
Public and Environmental Health Network
(TPEHN), and up until last year and the focus of
my work there was on public and environmental
health related to mining and contaminated
waterways.
So I think the inspiration also comes from the absolutely astonishing environment that many of
these mines exist in. A lso, I think there is a major
challenge for people who are artists and writers,
historians in particular, to actually tell the truth
about the history of degradation and contamination from mining in Tasmania. This is not something that we?ve seen or read much about. So the
dominant imagery that is projected from Tasmania about our landscape is the ?wilderness imagery
product?, and this only tells half the story, if that,
about what has happened since the European Invasion of this island.
JB: So how does your work actually to talk to
these issues?
IM : Through the medium of photography, and
I?m not talking about just documentary photography, there?s a high-level of what you would call
?aesthetic engagement? for me as a photographer
with the mining landscapes. There are some astonishing images in terms of beautiful colours,
raw juxtapositions between the human- made
world and the natural environment.

JB: I like what you?re saying about the dishonesty in the way that Tasmania is being promoted,
where do you think this outside world is that
Tasmania is being promoted to, and how do you
think that your kind of work would counter this?
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So I think that these iconic images are the iconic
images that haven?t really been promoted. We
aren?t really being honest about the landscape,
and I think that it?s time that Tasmanian artists,
particularly photographers, lift their game a bit
and try to be more honest about presenting Tasmania to the outside world.
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IM : What the tourism product does
with wilderness photography is it excites
people to come to see and experience this
very vibrant sensual landscape that we
have here. This ?wildness?- I don?t refer
to it as ?wilderness?because I don?t agree
with that concept as such, but it is a
wild place, and there are reasons why I
don?t agree with that concept which you
would understand in relation to indigenous issues.
I think that it?s really important when
resource extraction is something that we
are constantly having to deal with in
terms of development applications to
government, whether it?s for newer big
mines in Tasmania, it?s expansion of existing mines, it?s mines that have recently
opened up like Nelson Bay and then
been closed because of market fluctuations or whatever. A lso the additional
problem is that we?re at a time, politically since self-regulation burst upon the
political landscape in A ustralia in the
1980s, where the capacity for government agencies to regulate is virtually negligible now. Self- regulation is a really
problematic issue when it comes to mining companies conduct and lack of ethics,
in terms of how they deal with these
issues.

We know from experience that mining
companies are not being ethical in terms
of compliance with mine license agreements, environmental protection notices.
We?ve conducted a community based
audit of mining companies ability to comply with both best practice in environmental protection and OH & S guidelines and they?re not coming up squeaky
clean at all.
There is no political will from any side
of government, with exception from
within minor parties or independents, to
bring back this concept that there are
some aspects of big government that we
must have back and we must regain control of.
JB: I was looking at your images, and I
love the way in which you have abstractified the landscapes with man-made objects, as well as abstractified the impacts
of mining in what looks like water
sources, but could very well be a large
aerial photograph- I wonder if you could
talk a little about your aesthetic decisions
when you?re making these images and
how that speaks to your deep political
and environmental agenda?
IM : Well I think that when you walk
through these landscapes and you?re re-
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ally being saturated by images of the natural environment, and your senses are
being saturated by the sounds that
you?re hearing, you?re constantly hearing
some wind, and you?re also hearing
sounds of metal moving, and squeaking? it?s how these metal structures
frame the sky, how you?re always looking from both inside yourself at what
you?re seeing, but you?re also looking
from inside those metal structures at the
landscape beyond to see the degradation
that has occurred, but you?re also seeing
those metal structures degrading too.
There?s multiple layers of degradation
going on here, of disorder [ ? ] so in that
sense the concept of entropy, the state of
disorder, you also have the fact that even
within this structure that is disintegrating there is order being created, and
that?s the source minerals from which
the mining started.
There were 111 lead mines in the Zeehan
area? by the 1960s the mines had closed
down. Up until about 1920, the last of
the major mines had been mined out.
JB: Ok, I?m going to go back to the beginning a bit: when/ how did you become
interested in mining issues and when did
you start photographing sites?

IM : When I was younger I used to be
an artist, a painter, and I?ve had a longterm interest in mineralogy and geomorphology as well. I?m also a gardener, I
grow food, and one of the inspirations
for geomorphology and ecology is that
you want to understand where you can
grow food. It?s an essential part of being
an ecologist, understanding geomorphology, and an essential part of being an environmentalist, because you want to understand how to preserve and maintain
some sense of sustainability for your
communities, so it?s a very big- picture
view really.
I feel that the issues of mining and social justice cannot be separated, particularly when you?re looking at Indigenous
communities or the vulnerability of
women and children.
JB: What are your plans once the exhibition ends in Hobart?
IM : I hope to take the exhibition to
schools, as well as the 2017 Queenstown
A rts Festival, and I have already had interest from another Hobart Gallery.
I also want to do a documentary on contaminated waterways in Tasmania,
which we will need to get funding for.
The island state of Tasmania has over
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4,000 mine sites. There are 682 abandoned mines, 215
of which are polluting over 75 waterways known to be
contaminated with acid mine drainage and some with a
noxious cocktail of heavy metals, 6 major estuaries are
contaminated, including the Derwent, which Hobart
sits on, ? they are a poisonous legacy for future
generations.
When you have a think about it, it?s a big issue that
nobody?s talking about, nobody?s showing. So it?s really about knowing the imagery [? ] I know the areas
and I know how to look closely, observe carefully and
ask the questions about what I see that need to be
asked. The thing about the work that I?ve done is I?m
showing people how to look. So when you?re passing
through look closer, look closer.
__________
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To see more of the photographs from Entropy go to:
http:/ / www.mininglegacies.org/ legacy-mines/ entropy/

